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INFO1111 Final Revision Notes 

Statement:  

All contents covered in this revision notes are a summary of the materials given in 

INFO1111 taught in the University of Sydney (some contents are similar of lecture notes 

only if there are sufficient information of such topic, e.g. Week 12 contents) and plus 

some extra notes (e.g. definition of terminologies) from the internet). Distribution is not 

allowed. Importantly, I DO NOT condone and am not liable for any academic malpractice 

that may eventuate the use of this paper. 

 

Exam Structure:  

4 Questions, each with multiple parts – marked out of 90: 

- General knowledge: 10 * short answers (3 marks each = 30 marks) 

- Nature of Majors: 2 * long answers (10 marks each = 20 marks) 

- Tools and techniques: 2 * long answers (10 marks each = 20 marks) 

- Professional skills: 2 * long answers (10 marks each = 20 marks) 

Example questions: 

- Short: Explain what is meant when software licences are called “creative commons”. 

- Long: Give an example from an activity you completed within the INFO1111 unit where 

the use of Git could potentially have been useful. Briefly describe the activity, the role 

that Git played for your team and reflect on what could have occurred had Git not been 

used. 

Topics covered: 

IT professionals: the societies and organisations that define and support professionals in IT 

including the roles and responsibilities of those organisations. 

Teams: What are the characteristics of a team, and what constitutes good team; typical myths 

about teams and why they are not true; diversity in teams. 

Communication: forms and models of communication, tools for communication, what makes for 

effective communication. 

Professional tools: they type of tools that IT professionals typically use; assessment of tools in 

terms of their advantages and disadvantages. 

LaTeX: description, uses, advantages and disadvantages. 

Version control: applications, importance, tools. 

Git: uses, commands, advantages and disadvantages. 

Problem solving: approaches, challenges, application in IT. 

Ethics: approaches to decision making, ACS Code of Professional Conduct 

Nature of Majors: Computer Science, Computational Data Science, Information Systems and 

Software Development. 

Intellectual Property (IP) and Commercialisation: ownership, ways of protecting your ideas, 

forms of commercialisation. business model. 

Systems Thinking: Why is this different to other forms of thinking? Why important? Application 

to IT industry. 
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Week 2 IT professionals 

SFIA: Skills Framework for the Information Age 

 

Professional skills, behavioural skills, knowledges are combined into IT professional capability. 

Experience and qualifications validate overall capability. 

 

Professional Associations and their roles: 

ACM: Association for Computing Machinery, worldwide largest professional computing society 

- ACM’s roles: conferences, publications, special interest groups, awards, professional 

development…and curricula recommendations (e.g. CE2016, CS2013, IS2010, IT2017, 

SE2014). 

ACS: Australian Computer Society, a professional association for the Australian ICT sector 

- ACS’s roles: Accreditation of University programs 

- MACS: member of ACS, who has been certified a Certified Technologist (CT) or 

Certified Professional (CP), and he/she has acquired the Core Body of Knowledge 

through demonstrated equivalence and adheres to the ACS Code of Ethics. 

Professional Aust.: professional Australian, the ‘Union’ for professions 

- Professional Aust.’s roles: Provides a voice for professionals, and support, advocacy 

and advice. 

 

Skills – Team Work: 

A team is: a group of people with a full set of complementary skills required to complete a task, 

or object. A team is: a group of individuals working together to achieve a goal. 

Diversity – Team Work: 

Diversity is: the inclusion of different types of people… in a group or organization. 

Diverse teams are more successful. Lack of diversity causes failure of IT projects 

Successful Teams – Team Work: 

For IT professionals: multi-disciplinary (e.g. business, IT, creative design); multi-facet (e.g. 

analyst, architect, coder, tester); collaborative (e.g. code, coder, coder, coder…); traditional 
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tone too informal, digressions (especially history of thoughts instead of conclusion), lack of 

conclusion/recommendation. 

While presenting, voice should be not be monotone or overly soft. 

 

Written Communication Tool – Latex: 

- TeX - Typesetting program; LaTeX - formatting and “higher level” macros based on TeX 

- Uses “plain” text rather than formatted text 

- “Markup” tags are used to apply structure, style and formatting 

- Compiled to produce an output file 

Why LaTex? Each forum has its expected/required approach for formatting; It’s valuable to 

keep the content while format needs change; Make beautiful documents. 

Important Commands: 

\emph{content}   ----latex---- content 

\include{} 
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• Head: The latest revision in the repo. 

• Check out: Download a file from the repo. 

• Check in: Upload a file to the repository (if it has changed). The file gets a new 
revision number, and people can “check out” the latest one.  

• Checkin Message: A short message describing what was changed.  

• Changelog/History: A list of changes made to a file since it was created.  

• Update/Sync: Synchronize(使同步) your files with the latest from the repository. This 

lets you grab the latest revisions of all files.  

• Revert: Throw away your local changes and reload the latest version from the 
repository.  

• git-init - Create an empty Git repository or reinitialize an existing one  
 

Advanced Actions 

• Branch: Create a separate copy of a file/folder for private use (bug fixing, testing, 
etc). Branch is both a verb (“branch the code”) and a noun (“Which branch is it in?”).  

• Diff/Change/Delta: Finding the differences between two files. Useful for seeing what 
changed between revisions.  

• Merge (or patch): Apply the changes from one file to another, to bring it up-to-date. 
For example, you can merge features from one branch into another. (At Microsoft this 
was called Reverse Integrate and Forward Integrate)  

• Conflict: When pending changes to a file contradict each other (both changes cannot 
be applied).  

• Resolve: Fixing the changes that contradict each other and checking in the correct 
version.  

• Locking: Taking control of a file so nobody else can edit it until you unlock it. Some 
version control systems use this to avoid conflicts.  

• Breaking the lock: Forcibly unlocking a file so you can edit it. It may be needed if 
someone locks a file and goes on vacation (or “calls in sick” the day Halo 3 comes 
out).  

• Check out for edit: Checking out an “editable” version of a file. Some VCSes have 
editable files by default, others require an explicit command.  

 

And a typical scenario goes like this: 

Alice adds a file (list.txt) to the repository. She checks it out, makes a change (puts 

“milk” on the list), and checks it back in with a checkin message (“Added required item.”). 

The next morning, Bob updates his local working set and sees the latest revision of 

list.txt, which contains “milk”. He can browse the changelog or diff to see that Alice put 

“milk” the day before. 
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Design: 

E.g. ERD 

An Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is a type of flowchart that illustrates how “entities” such 

as people, objects or concepts relate to each other within a system. ERD are most often used 

to design or debug relational databases in the fields of software engineering, business 

information systems, education and research. 

 

Test / Verification / Validation: 

E.g. ZeroBrane Studio 

ZeroBrane Studio is a lightweight Lua IDE with code completion, syntax highlighting, live coding, 

code analyzer, and debugging support for Lua 5.1, Lua 5.2, Lua 5.3, LuaJIT, and other Lua 

engines. 


